Hase%% 2%
In#vivo*quantification*of*reactive*oxygen*species*demonstrates*high*levels*of* oxidative*stress*in*base*excision*repair8deficient*Caenorhabditis#elegans:* implications*for*associative*metabolic*phenotypes** * Figure* 1:**Nematode*terminal*pharyngeal*bulb*labeling*with*mitochondria8targeted*MitoSOX*Red* florescent*dye.*(A)*Singe*z8stack*micrograph*of*a*young*adult*ung 3/3 *C.#elegans*nematode*exposed*to* MitoSOX*Red,*demonstrating*consistent*labeling*within*the*pharynx,*as*well*as*in*the*lipid8rich*gut* granules*that*non8specifically*bind*lipophilic*dyes.*(B)*Reference*image*of*the*same*nematode*as* described*in*(A),*demonstrating*the*nematode*anatomy*as*viewed*with*confocal*microscopy*(60X).*(C)* Singe*z8stack*micrograph*of*a*young*adult*ung 3/3 *C.#elegans*nematode*unexposed*to*MitoSOX*Red* (control),*demonstrating*the*absence*of*a*labeled*pharynx*(as*outlined),*as*well*as*the*autoflorescence*of* the*lipid8rich*gut*granules.*(D)*Reference*image*of*the*same*nematode*as*described*in*(C),* demonstrating*the*nematode*anatomy*as*viewed*with*confocal*microscopy*(60X 
